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INTRODUCTION

SUNSHIELD SHELTER is a sub-brand of SHELTER STRUCTURES. Top quality components coupled with superior, patented designs have made the SUNSHIELD Team the leading producer of retractable enclosures in China.
ENCLOSURES FOR ALL WEATHERS
WHICH DESIGN DO YOU CHOOSE?
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OPEN MODE

Open in the Middle
Open from the Side
JUPITER-High Line

Outdoor Pool Enclosures

Sunshiderer customized retractable roof architecture offers residential and commercial clients a turnkey solution to enclose outdoor spaces. Currently pools and patios have taken advantage of this innovative architecture. And new restaurants and swim centers are putting this product into their design plans.
JUPITER-Low Line

Residential & Commercial Skylight

Low-level retractable enclosures have versatility and great value. It perfectly works as swimming pool enclosure, rooftop bars, rooftop nightclub, sliding rooftop of shopping mall and other commercial properties. With premium quality, Sunshield enclosures are durable and provide our clients with unprecedented comfort and safety from all types of weather conditions.
Awesome Hotel Rooftops Patio Sunroom

Jupiter Slope line retractable roofs are designed to provide an operable extension to an existing building, giving you the flexibility of an indoor or outdoor living experience in the same area.

Standard Structures are available in unlimited lengths and up to 8m width with eave heights up to 3.50m. What’s more, we offer fully customized service to meet specific requirements.
Rooftop Commercial Patio Enclosures

The benefits of Jupiter are indoor protection, outdoor freedom. What was once your vacant restaurant, hotel patio is now your extended seating area and café bars. Open to let the sun in, shut it to keep the rain out.

Patio enclosures for restaurants, hotels, and cafés extend your season to 365 days - now you can take advantage of your outdoor seating in any weather any time of the year.
MARS-High Line

Outdoor Space Extension

Mars-High is good for any spaces and sites that provided flexibility during the summer months and functionality during the winter season. When the weather is nice, the structure retracts into the building, providing an appealing modern look and allowing patrons to utilize the outdoor space. When the weather worsens, the structure extends out from the building, allowing for much needed extra space and additional restaurant seating.
**MARS-Low Line**

**Rooftop Commercial Skylight**

Mars-Low, retractable skylights are designed for large span opening roofing system. It's generally controlled with a wireless controller. The enclosed spaces are no longer limited to being indoors spaces only, open it and you can enjoy the fresh air and blue sky without limitation.
MARS-Slope Line

Outdoor Cafe and Bar Enclosures

Mars-slope is specialized for luxury residential property. As the house owner would like to entertain their guests and friend with picturesque viewing. You do not need to worry about the project scale (customized width span: 2.5m to 8m). This design is suitable for any element.
Rooftop Inclined Pool Enclosures

A cost-effective and functional Mars-rooftop system is all that stands in the way of protecting your private pool from leaves and the small animals. It maintains constant water temperature and extends the swimming season well into fall.
SATURN

Flat Roof Telescopic Skylight

Saturn is a flexible choice for your project and is ideal for restaurants and patios as well as commercial and residential pool areas. The motorized operation is smooth and quiet ensuring that your guests only notice the outdoor experience you have brought to their indoor space. It can meet the construction approval and fire facility permit.
Customize Your Sunroom

With prefab aluminum profiles, you can 100% customize your sunroom from design, size, colors and driving mode (manual or automatic operation).

Sunroom Size
Length: unlimited (from 5m)
Height: 0.35m to 3.5m
Freestanding Style Width: 3.6m to 10m;
Lean-to Style Width: 2.5m to 8m;
Available in customizable width

Frames Colors
All Sunshield sunroom come in all sizes and colors. Silver white, dark grey and champagne are standard frames colors.

Roof and Wall Colors
Sunshield sunroom wall could be used with glass or polycarbonate panel while roof is PC panel.

Special Options
For a better living experience, SUNSHIELD SHELTER sunroom and pool enclosures would offer automatic LED lighting systems and Integrated Shading System for you to choose.
Get Started
On Your Sunroom
TYPES, COLOUR OPTIONS OF POLYCARBONATE

COLOURS OF POLYCARBONATE
1. Clear
2. Smoke
3. Sky Blue
4. Light Grey
5. Dark Grey

TYPES OF POLYCARBONATE
1. Solid 4mm
2. Solid 6mm
3. Twin Wall PC 6mm
4. Twin Wall PC 8mm
5. Twin Wall PC 10mm
TYPES, COLOUR OPTIONS OF PROFILE

COLOURS OF PROFILES
1. Stainless Gloss
2. Bronze Gloss
3. Silver Matte
4. Black Matte
5. Champagne Matte

RAIL SYSTEM
Manual or Automatic Opening Mode
Aluminum Polycarbonate Carport & Patio Cover

With prefab structures and stylish design, aluminum polycarbonate shelter is widely used in public places, government organizations, commercial malls, factory and enterprises, residential areas and private villas, etc.

“Brilliant designs, selection of materials, exquisite workmanship and safety concern” is the basic requirement of Sunshield Polycarbonate Shelter. We have sold them to more than 85 countries.

Besides, we would offer top-notch services:
- Feature-rich Design & Exclusive Customization
- Engineering Safety Guarantee
- Competitive Prices
- Worldwide & Door to Door Delivery
SINGLE CARPORT

ARCHED ROOF-A01-5630
With an elegant arched roof, it has better snow and wind resistance. Also, it drains rain, cleans leaves and dust which keeps a good self-cleaning function.
Windload: up to 140km/h
Standard size: 5.6m L x 3m W x 2.35m H
Frames Colors: Roof Colors:

FLAT ROOF -F01-5630
Flat top means that the underneath space is in regular means that the underneath space is in regular space and as a perfect extension to their house more than as a carport.
Windload: up to 140km/h
Standard size: 5.6m L x 3m W x 2.35m H
Frames Colors: Roof Colors:
DOUBLE CARPORT

CANTILEVER-A05-5256B
Differ from other design, shelter with cantilever structures features in higher wind resistance. It's perfect for driveway carport or porch cover.
Windload: up to 120 km/h
Standard size: 6m L x 3m W x 2.9m H
Frames Colors: [image of color options]
Roof Colors: [image of color options]

ARCHED ROOF-A02-5660
Arched roof polycarbonate shelter could be used as outdoor garage port cover for 2 cars, outdoor kitchen or pool rest shade.
Windload: up to 160 km/h
Standard size: 5.6m L x 6m W x 2.3m H
Frames Colors: [image of color options]
Roof Colors: [image of color options]
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